MARIMEKKO Scarf H2319x
A Check Patterned Scarf.
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Yarn: New England Knitters Shetland, 100 % wool.
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This scarf is 7
panels wide,
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long.
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Needles: Circular needles 3 mm (24", 32" or 40"
long) and 2 short straight needles 3 mm.
3 mm is 2 or 3 US.

Colors
The scarf above is made of left over yarn from the
bluish MARIMEKKO Poncho. You can make it the
length and width you want.
The colors are combined so that they fit each other,
so it does not matter how you will put them together I will however recommend that you place all the
colors in a circle and continue switching them until
you are satisfied with the color sequence.














Knitting Procedure

Amount of Yarn

The scarf is made of alternately check patterned
and solid one color panels. The check pattered
panel is worked horizontally and the solid panel
are worked vertically. They are joined as your go.

Weigh each color of yarn very accurate and write it
down. Make a check patterned panel and weigh your
yarn again. This will tell you approximately how much
yarn you used for this panel. Make and join a solid
one color stripe to the check patterned panel and
weigh the yarn that is left - now you know how much
yarn needed for each solid stripe. In this manner you
can figure out how wide your scarf can be. Make
sure you have yarn enough for the solid panel next to
the first check patterned panel.

Rows 3-9: As for row 2.
You should now have 10 ridges on RS. This is the
first square of your check pattern.
Change to the next color.
Work 20 rows, as for row 2 using the new color.
Rep the last 20 rows and every time one square is
done change color and make a new one until length
desired. BO on the RS.

Gauge: 25 sts and 52 needles
= 10 x 10 cm / 4" x 4" in garter st.

Panel 2 - A Solid One Color Stripe

Abbreviation: See Booklet.
Pick-knit = Pick up and knit.

K-CO 20 sts on circ ndl 3 mm. Hold the ndl with the

Panel 1 - Check patterned

Please consult my website www.viv.dk.
Here you will find FAQ listed according
to design and any possible corrections.
Vivian Høxbro - www.viv.dk

K-CO 8 sts on short ndls and in a color of your
choice. Work as follows:
Row 1 (WS): K7, p1.
Row 2 (RS): Sl 1 kwise, k6, p1.
1

sts in your right hand and the work in your left hand
with RS facing and the CO pointing towards you and
the the rest of Panel 1 pointing out and downwards.
Pick-knit sts along the right hand side of Panel 1 - 1
st in each edge-st (under both loops) - beg in the
CO-end (where Panel 1 was started) and pick-knit
the first st in the last edge-st of the first square
(between garter-ridge 8 and 9), cont pick-knitting
along each square (10 sts along each square),
except for the last square.
K-CO 20 st with the next color and place the work in
your left hand in position to knit.
Row 1 (WS): K until 21 sts rem, k2tog, k to the last
st, p 1.
Row 2 (RS): Sl 1 kwise, k to the last st, p1.
Rows 3-8: As for row 2. You should now have 4
ridges on RS.
Row 9 (WS): BO 20 sts (knit the first st - meaning
do not slip the st), k to the last st, p1. Place the work
in your left hand and BO the first 20 sts. Slip the rem
st from the ndl-tip in your right hand to the tip in your
left hand. Leave the work for later.

Panel 3 - Check patterned
K-CO 8 sts on short ndls.
Row 1-18: As for the first 18 rows of Panel 1.
Row 19: Place the circ with Panel 1 and 2 in your
right hand and knit row 19 as for Panel 1. You will
now have the vertical as well as the horizontal sts
on the circ. Change color and turn work with RS
facing.
Rows 20 and 21: Sl 1 kwise, k6, p2tog (1 st from
panel 3 and 1 st from Panel 2) - turn work and sl 1
kwise, k6, p1.
Cont in this manner until all the vertical sts from
panel 3 has disappeared. Make one more square on
the rem 8 sts. BO.

Panel 2 - A Solid One Color Stripe
As for panel 2 with the next color.
Cont in that manner until desired width except for 1
panel.

The Last Panel - A Solid One Color Stripe
Beg i the the opposite end of the work (the BO-end)
and join this panel to Panel 1 as for panel 2. Make
row 9 as for row 2 (meaning do not BO).
BO.
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